The system of 4 differential equations in the external invariant satisfied by the 4 master integrals of the general massive 2-loop sunrise self-mass diagram is solved by the Runge-Kutta method in the complex plane. The method, whose features are discussed in details, offers a reliable and robust approach to the direct and precise numerical evaluation of Feynman graph integrals.
Introduction.
High precision measurements in high energy physics (or more in general in the determination of particle properties) require more and more precise calculations of multi-loop Feynman diagrams to have sufficiently precise theoretical predictions to compare with.
The nowadays widely accepted procedure of expressing radiative correction calculations in terms of a limited number of master integrals (MI) [1] reduces the problem to the careful determination of these quantities. The method has also the advantage that, with a correct bookkeeping of the recurrence relations arising from integration by parts identities, the MI of a given problem can be reused in more complicated calculations.
The analytical calculation of MI, in terms of the usual polylogarithms and their generalizations, is in general possible only when the number of different scales (internal masses and external momenta or Mandelstam variables) is small, like in QCD calculations, where all masses are set to zero or in the QED cases, where only the electron mass is different from zero, or when the external variables are fixed to particular values (zero or mass shell condition). Another possibility of big help in analytic calculations is sometimes offered by the exploitation of particular simplifying conditions, like the smallness of some ratios of the parameters allowing the corresponding expansion.
In the general massive case, relevant in the electroweak theory, the number of parameters prevents from obtaining results in the usual analytic form already in the case of the 2-loop sunrise self-mass diagram shown in Fig.1 . This diagram has indeed a long history of investigation and its MI were even recognized to be expressible in closed form as a combination of four Lauricella functions, a special class of generalized hypergeometric series [2] (and earlier references therein).
The method provides efficient multiple series expansions for the regions of small |p 2 |, i.e. |p 2 | < max(m 2 i ), and of large |p 2 |, i.e. |p 2 | > (m 1 + m 2 + m 3 ) 2 , but some problems arise in the intermediate region.
Great efforts were therefore devoted to investigate the properties in the special points (i.e. p 2 = 0, ∞, pseudothresholds and threshold). The analytical expansions of the MI at 0 and ∞ are given in [2] and [3] ; the values at pseudothresholds and threshold in [4] ; the analytical expansions at pseudothresholds are in [5] ; a semi-analytical expansion at threshold is in [6] and also in configuration space technique in [7] , while the complete analytical expansions at threshold are presented in [8] .
For numerical evaluation purposes, it is possible to cast the general massive self-mass diagram as a double integral representation and in the particular case of the sunrise diagram in a single integral representation [2] , [9] (and earlier references therein). The configuration space technique is also exploited in the numerical approach [2] , [10] . In a recent approach rearrangements of the integrand, driven by the Bernstein-Tkachov theorem, are introduced to improve numerical convergence [11] . A different and interesting method is the use of the recurrence relations as difference equations to numerically evaluate the MI [12] .
In the present paper we exploit the numerical evaluation of the four MI related to the general massive 2-loop sunrise self-mass diagram [13] , using the differential equations in p 2 , obtained in [3] and the Runge-Kutta method [14] to solve them for complex values of p 2 . The interest is not limited to provide with a fast routine precise numerical values for all the four MI in the general massive case and for all the values of p 2 , but extends to the investigation of the reliability of the method, as it can be easily extended to the numerical evaluation of other less studied diagrams.
In Section 2 the master differential equations are recalled and the analytic properties of the MI are reviewed. Section 3 contains a description of the method used to solve the system of differential equations and to determine the accuracy. In Section 4 the control tests and the comparisons with other values reported in the literature are presented. Finally in Section 5 our conclusions on the application of the method to present and further work are presented.
2 Analytical properties and behaviours of the MI.
We use here the following definition of the four MI related to the general massive 2-loop sunrise self-mass diagram in n continuous dimensions and with fully Euclidean variables (1) and i = 1, 2, 3; α i (0) = 1, for j = 0; α i (j) = 1, for j = i; α i (j) = 2, for j = i.
Wherever necessary to avoid ambiguities, the usual imaginary displacements m At variance from [3] , were the mass scale was given the value µ = 1, here we choose
which comes out to be the appropriate mass scale parameter for the numerical discussion. The expansion of the MI around n = 4 has the form [3]
where the coefficient C(n)
not expanded, can be replaced by its value C(4) = 1, at n = 4, when multiplying a function regular in (n − 4). The coefficients of the poles in (n − 4) of F 0 (n, m regular points [5] , while the threshold value p 2 = p 2 th is a branch point [8] (in agreement, of course, with standard textbook results [15] ).
It is convenient to use reduced masses and reduced external invariant
together with a dimensionless version of F
0 , defined by
as the other master integrals are already dimensionless, the values of all the functions are now pure numbers. In terms of the new variables p 
The asymptotic behavior of Re F
0,r is obvious from Eq. (11), while for the positions of the maximum and minimum one finds approximately from the first term only, which is also the leading, p 
we see that their real parts all go to −∞ in both asymptotic regions p 2 r → ±∞, however the position of the maximum cannot be obtained just from the first terms of the asymptotic expansion, as it is positioned in the region of small p 2 r . The analytic expansions at threshold [8] show that the derivatives of the Re F sign exactly at that point.
The imaginary parts of all the functions plotted in figures 4 and 5 exhibit no complicated structure and their asymptotic behaviors can be simply deduced from Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) . Observe that, due to our definition of p 3 The numerical method.
For the numerical solution of the system of differential equations we use fourth-order Runge-Kutta method [14] . The method starts from the known values of the solutions in an initial point, then it calculates the values of the solutions in a nearby point at distance ∆ with an expansion in ∆ based on the differential equations, omitting terms of order ∆ 5 . Repeating the procedure along a path of length L in N steps, so that the step is of length ∆ = L/N, a relative error of approximately N∆ 5 = L 5 /N 4 is accumulated, and the requested accuracy is obtained by a suitable choice of L and N. This method is known for its robustness, and indeed it works quite well in our case allowing us to obtain a relative accuracy of 10 −10 − 10 −12 (the FORTRAN program is written in double precision) within reasonable CPU time (see discussion at end of this section). More sophisticated methods exist and could be implemented, but the simplicity of the used one has the advantage of a better control on the accuracy.
To obtain the four MI related to the general massive 2-loop sunrise self-mass diagram we use the system of four linear differential equations given in Eq. (7) . For the necessary initial conditions we use the values of the MI in the special points, where the differential equations simplify, allowing the analytic calculation of the MI; but as also the coefficients of the derivatives vanish there, to start the numerical evaluation from that points the values of the first derivatives must be provided as well. We use for that purpose the analytic values presented in [3, 5, 8] . Starting from p 2 r = 0, numerical instabilities arise when approaching any of the pseudo-thresholds; therefore to obtain the value of the MI in the proximity of the threshold p We use the Runge-Kutta method in the complex plain of p 2 r ; the initial condition guarantees as in the real case the uniqueness of the solution, provided that we do not cross the cut [16] , which extends in the present case from the threshold (p 2 th,r = −1) to −∞ along the real axis. As already remarked, due to use of Euclidean variables in Eq.(1), the proper sign of the imaginary part of the solutions is obtained with a path laying in the lower half complex plane of p 2 r . Using p 2 r as a complex variable has the advantage that the initial conditions at p 2 r = 0 can be used to obtain the solutions everywhere, with a path which does not approach too much pseudo-thresholds and threshold. This feature is relevant, as the method reaches much faster the required accuracy, when starting from p 2 r = 0, rather than from anyone of the other special points -even if the result is of course independent of the chosen path.
The program is organized as an independent subroutine, whose arguments are the input values of the masses m i , of p 2 (which is real) and for the required accuracies, and the output values of the MI with their errors. Actually the input accuracies refer separately to the real part, the imaginary part and the absolute value of the functions. However the accuracy of the imaginary part is controlled by the program only when not vanishing, i.e. for p The fourth-order Runge-Kutta for the system of equations Eq. (7) 
where x th = p 2 r + (m 1,r + m 2,r + m 3,r ) 2 = p 2 r + 1, we generate algebraically the system of differential equations which they satisfy, and then we solve numerically that new system within the program. We do not report here the new system of equations as one can easily obtain it from the Eq. (7) 
Again the new system of equations for F as 0,r , F as i
can be obtained in a simple way substituting Eq. (14) into Eq.(7). The numerical solution is then obtained in the variable x along the complex triangular path (0,0),( x/2 ,-0.01),(x,0).
The errors assigned to the final results of the Runge-Kutta method are estimated by comparing them to the results obtained with a number of steps 10 times smaller then for the final results. The difference of the two results is taken as the estimate of the absolute error. To account for the cumulated rounding error, we estimate the relative error in a N step calculation as √ N ×10 −15 , (as the program works in double precision), and then take the cumulated rounding error as the relative error times the value of the result. We finally take the sum of the absolute error and the cumulated rounding error as an indication of the error in the result.
The initial number of steps N i for |p 2 r | < 1 is taken to be N i = 2/min(accuracies) (where min(accuracies) is the smallest of the accuracies required in calling the routine) and N i = 2|p 2 r |/min(accuracies) for |p 2 r | ≥ 1, but is set to N i = 20 if the number comes out smaller then 20. If the required precision is not reached the number of steps is increased by a factor 4, the system is solved once more and the procedure for estimating the error is repeated. For high required accuracy it might happen that the estimated error grows when the number of steps is increased (because of an accumulation of the rounding errors, etc.). In that case the program gives out the best result (i.e. the one with the smallest error). It may also happen, in the case the accuracy obtained in a given step is almost equal to the required one, that in the next step the accuracy obtained is much higher then the required one.
Typical running times on PC with Intel Pentium III (1GHz) CPU are the following: for required accuracy of 10 −7 a fraction of a second for |p Tables 1,2 and 3 a few results, which can serve as a benchmark. The reported results were all obtained asking the accuracies to be 10 −11 . In Table 3 the values at p 
1 , F 
Tests and comparisons.
Several checks were done in the past [4, 5, 8] to verify that the analytical expansions of the master integrals in the special points, used within the numerical program, satisfy the differential equations and agree with the results existing in the literature.
A remarkable feature of the extension of the RK-method to the complex plane is that it provides some natural self-consistency checks of the algorithm implementation. Starting from a special point and moving to a chosen value of p 2 with different paths in the p 2 -complex-plane, the values obtained for the master integrals should agree inside the errors of the method discussed previously. One has however to remember that paths chosen in the upper and lower half-plane, respect to the real axis, give opposite sign to the imaginary part of the master integrals for time-like values of the external invariant above threshold, p 2 r < −1. An even more complete test is to reach the same value of p 2 starting from different special points, hence following different paths, and compare the values of the master integrals at p 2 obtained along the various paths. If the values coincide inside the assigned errors the consistency between the differential equations, the expansions in the special points used as initial values, the implementation of the RK-method and the algorithm for estimating the errors are cross-tested in a rather effective way.
We have performed several of the mentioned checks in the different regions of p 2 obtaining the requested agreement.
The only published precise numerical results for the general massive case (all different non-zero mass values) are presented in [2, 11] , in the form of a combination of the general massive case with massless cases, to cancel the pole singularities in (n−4). In our notation that combination is
which has also the property of being independent of µ; the overall factor (−16) accounts for the different definition of the master integral in Eq.(1) and our p 2 corresponds to (−p 2 ) in [2] and to s in [11] .
To obtain the values for F , p 2 ) we use the present program. Although the value zero for the masses is not allowed, we have checked that the limit can be in practice reached numerically. Comparing the results obtained for the mass values from 10 −6 to 10 −9 , we can estimate the error coming from having a mass not exactly zero, by taking the difference between the results obtained with the two smallest values used for the mass to be set to zero. As the error due to zero mass limit is sometimes comparable with the error due to the RK-method, we sum the two errors for each of the considered functions. The final error of T 123N is the sum of the errors assigned by the algorithm to each of the contributing functions in Eq. (15) . The larger errors (or less efficiency in calculations) come from the zero mass contributions, for which an approach based entirely on analytical expressions is in preparation [17] . Furthermore the choice of equal values for two or even all the three masses, reduces the number of the independent equations in the system of differential equations, generating potential numerical problems, although less serious than those for the zero mass.
In Table 1 and 2 respectively.
We repeat in Table 4 for the same values of the masses and p 2 the results of Table 1 of [2] for the multiple series (first entry), pushed to a large number of terms in some cases, and our results (second entry). The results are in excellent agreement. 2 and for m 1 = 10, m 2 = 20, m 3 = 100. In each box the first entry is the multiple series value of [2] , the second entry is our result (the error on the last digits is in parenthesis) the third entry is from the numerical integration in Table 7 of [11] . Our value of p 2 corresponds to −p 2 in [2] and to s in [11] .
Also in
presented for small s, equal to our p 2 , |p 2 | < (m 1 + m 2 + m 3 ) 2 and for m 1 = 10, m 2 = 20, m 3 = 100. They are repeated here in Table 5 , where in each box the first entry comes from the multiple series of [2] with a large number of terms, the second entry is the present result, the third entry is from the numerical integration of [11] . Again we have excellent agreement with the multiple series of [2] , while the accuracy of the numerical integration of [11] is within a few ppm, inside the relative 10 −5 precision declared there.
In Table 6 we report the results of [2] ), so that this time there is also an imaginary part. In each box the first entry comes from the multiple series of [2] , with a large number of terms, the second entry is the present result. Again we have excellent agreement with the multiple series of [2] in most of the cases, in few cases there is a deviation of two times the assigned error, that we attribute to our procedure of approaching the zero mass. In the seventh box we assign an error also to the multiple series, because, although each sum is taken up to 70 terms, the results are not yet stable. The assigned error is the difference with the sums taken up to 60 terms. We attribute the difficulty to the chosen value of p 2 = −150, which is too near to the threshold value −(3 + 4 + 5) 2 = −144.
In Table 7 we report the results of ). In each box the first entry comes from the multiple series of [2] , with a large number of terms, the second entry is the present result. Also here we have excellent agreement with the multiple series of [2] in most of the cases, in few cases there is a deviation about two times the assigned error, that we attribute to our procedure of approaching the zero mass.
Conclusions.
We propose to solve numerically, by means of the Runge-Kutta method extended to the complex plane, the system of the differential equations satisfied by the MI related of the diagrams, which due to the large number of occurring parameters cannot be calculated analytically.
We apply the method to the study of the simplest non trivial diagram, the general massive 2-loop sunrise self-mass, which is already exhibiting a number of intriguing analytic properties. We obtain, for all the allowed values of the parameters and of the external invariant p 2 , very accurate values of the MI within reasonable CPU time, in good agreement with the results already present in the literature.
The method can be naturally extended to the other self-mass diagrams of the same order, like the 2-loop 4-propagator self-mass diagram for which the differential equation is already known [18] . The extension to higher order self-mass diagrams will only increase linearly the number of the MI and of the differential equations in the system, while the growing of the number of parameters is not a problem at all. Also the extension to diagrams with three or more external legs, which means multi variable cases, can be easily envisaged.
The true difficulty of the method is the need of initial conditions for starting the numerical solution of the differential equations; clearly the initial conditions have to be provided by an independent method. Of special values are, in this respect, the special points (such as 0, ∞, thresholds and pseudothresholds) where an analytic calculation is easier and sometimes possible, as in the case discussed in this paper. When the special points are used, also the first derivative of the MI have to be provided as an independent input to the Runge-Kutta approach, but that is analytically a relatively simpler task, amounting to an iteration of the expansions provided by the differential equations.
A Corrections to some analytic formulae of [5, 8] We report here for completeness the correct form of the formulae, which are wrongly reported in our previous publications [5, 8] and are used here to obtain the numerical values of the MI at pseudo-thresholds and threshold.
In section 5 of [5] there are three misprints. In Eq.(41) the factor 1 16 in front of the integral should be missing. In the first line of Eq.(44) log(y) should read log(y S ) and in Eq.(47) there is a missing factor 4 in front of I 2 .
In [8] 
